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AmaliaKhalifah, A320090121. “ANALYSIS OF COMPLAINT SPEECH 
ACT IN THE HELP MOVIE BY TATE TAYLOR”. Muhammadiyah 
University of Surakarta. Research Paper. 2013. 
This study focuses on analyzing complaint speech act in the utterances in 
The Help Movie. This study aims to (1) describe the types of complaint strategies 
used by the characters of The Help movie, (2) describe the intensions of complaint 
act by the characters in film entitled The Help and (3) describe how the 
complainees characters of The Help movie respond the complaint speech act. 
This research applies descriptive qualitative method. The data analyzed are 
utterances containing complaint act in The Help Movie. Based on the analysis the 
writer found that (1) there are seven complaint strategies which are found in the 
movie: 1. hints strategy (10,89%), 2. annoyance Strategy (27,25%), 3. direct 
accusation strategy (34,57%), 4. indirect accusation strategy (13,63%), 5. 
modified blame strategy (3,62%), 6.  explicit blame behavior strategy (2,71%), 7. 
explicit blame person (7,25%). The characters in the movie here mostly used 
direct accusation strategy (34,57%); (2) The intentions of the complaint utterances 
are to warn, to ask, to command, to protest, to show disagreement and to show 
disapproval; (3) There are two categories of complainee responses: verbal and 
non-verbal category. The verbal categories are divided into twenty two strategies. 
The complainer frequently used The explicit denial responsibility (8,18%) to 
respond the complaint. Nodding strategy (2,72%) is frequently used in the movie 
to respond the complaint as non-verbal strategy. The relation between verbal and 
non-verbal strategy and speech act is whenever the complainee here be quiet, they 
still doing speech act as they doing something in their silence. The writer found 
that complaint utterance in the movie is dominated by rude way. It appears that 
complainer in the movie is less educated and influenced by the their culture. The 
reference of the complaint regularly used speaker oriented “I, We”. Which shows 
their selfishness as a boss. The pattern of the complaint utterances here recurently 
using the strategy of HA-SM (Head Act – Supportive Moves). It shows that the 
complainer in The Help Movie says the complaint directly and to the point. The 
writer concludes that complaint act in The Help Movie is used to show the 
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